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ABSTRACT

.
'17Thls -paper ,ia,concernedrwith the process E:Cuiture acguisitit.

.

.

and; eSpeciAlly; With the way 'this process can a investigated. It.
2

/ begins by examining the. relationship bet een acquisUion,and
. _

cognitive development, f011owed'by .a4scuSsion of.the 'way previous

research has dealt with this relationship. Recent developments

.-
linguistics and psychology, as.welLas in anthropology, it argues motivate

411

,

a'reexamination of current assumptions concerning what constitutes,a

feasible and productive approach to the study of culture adqui.sitio 2 and

a new approach is advocated,. .It then provides some examples of hoyf this.

approach might be applied, using as data research by Williamsand Danziger)

on chil
.

en's.use df:0.nship terminolOgy, :001,1emented,by some original
.,

.

Jr
.

..
,

resear jOata on
V ,

children's use of honorifics.. Finally a summary of the*
\ .

,

....Critical issues iri Ifit culture ad'qu eition process 1.:provided along. with -:.f.

specific recommendations for future research on the topic.
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Culture Acquisition and Cognitive Developm4
, p

In'Oivitaper Will examine. the following n: what is

111
entailed in the proceas'45f culture acquisition, anl wha is an appropriate

, AP

way to investigate the process? Any answer to thislmtestion must begin,.

with some Axplanation of. pieCiselY whatwelcan.presu is being "acquired"
- N46,

in such a process', i.e.;'it mOst begin With me. conceptualization of
..

tiZ

\-
culture. What can be said abodp- a term that has consistently aroused so.

r tc

MA disagreement? At east two'Toints can claim consensus: first,
.4.x..

.

i -

culture -s something that must beearned; and.seCond, whatever el5A may.

. ..
.

, .,
O

be intende&by the term, couture involves some orderingOf iii4as about the
.

,c%

_...

world.. _Consequently-, any account of Culture acquisition must include sOMe
0

... .

theory of learnin. rin addition,.to the degree that cu cure is Anceptual---.

4Eed as incrudindideational phenomena
;1...e.V°-

sort, the;acquisit/on'ofxditure most to characterized as the development*,

.1?*
ot-these cognitive. systems.. This suggests thit a'description of this-

%
A

process will requiie,'at least implicitly, some theory of cognitive

developmedt in light of which_cliltbre acquisition may be viewed as one

.e. , cogpitive systems lf some

.

very. important qtspect
4 4.".4"

Of an kildiVidualts overall cognitive growth.

How have previous researchers of the topic handled this learning'
, ..1-

'process? Early. attempts by anthropologists tol7cribe certain aspccts-

of'oulture acquisitionicnown as "sofializatio\p' were gratlyinspired,
x , 1

.. i I r .

by Freudian psyctiol gy. In the,1220's ancrs3O'S for example, the "C-eiture-.
.

s

A 0 le

and-perSOnality7.sChooi began.to ekplore the effects x4ricilis child-
.

A

rearing practices on group ,personality and sociocultural iastitutions. i

*
%..(e.g., Kardiner, 1939; DilBois, 1944; Linton, 1945).. Although the approach

\ .

was initially applied only 4p psmall-scaleocieties, the.exigencies of
'V-



*
. World 4r t/ere suchathat their-concepts of "basic" and',. "modal"

r
personalities came tobe applied with tncreasing frequency to more complex

societiesAn the form of "national charactee'studies iwihe.1940's and
w

50's (e.g.s.Nead and Meitrauk, 195\; Hsu, 1953).
ot,

, ."q, seCend_major impetus to'thiSline of research-was the "Yale \-,

4 le

. .

learsing theory, developed by Will and.his students, which explored the

relationship bei een reinfOrcement and.b4hsvior patterns,Thow goals and
.

'- &Afires can be mddified, how habits can De formed. USIng these notions,

;. V '
AS'

,:

Veil as a.setof culturallymodified.psychoanalytic hypothesis, John

J
Whiting s group at Harvard .conducted a cross- cultural sUivey of child--

..

°rearing vt-atices and cultural variablesih an:ateiriit to find reliable,
s

- correlations between-developmental exyeri 'ence and'adult:behalior (Whiting-

And Cidld,.1953). This same groUp also pursued Moi6-intenSive case
ft .

studies based on their own,fiel woric(Whiting; 1963;,041d,and Lambert,'

,1.966),

Although an impressiVe body f da'ta4as been amassed by these and

imilar st6dies.(data most.often fn the form of significant statistical

correlations), and although research of this nallecOntinueS.today, s.
.

growing.dissatisfaction with the fruitfulness of this approach is evident.

e-

AsAs T . Williams has commented in a recent statement on the matter)
.. . .

f I . ,
"Despit rapidly increasing vol e of socialization researc -cultural

e , .

and Social anthropologists applar toeince little interest in use of

. conclusions derived from such 'studies" (1978; 143). This lack" of v
.

. ,

erithuSiam, belAeves, is dueito reluctance-on thg..part of
I

4nthropologists to

A

ads

work with;"decontextualized data," a reluctance he
0 0

.11111P,

t.

r-

#



sees as misplaced slime "procedureazin cross - cultural research,'and
., 44

patrvularly ih'Socialization studies, do not decontextualizedata any
%

-more'serirmsly than the so talled'holi9tie' method of Cultur'al and

social%analysis".and sinc statistical claims tare only. intended:to be
.

taken "as evidence for, rather than proof of, empirical validitf.",.
, .

. .

.

.

With this Williams hints at but effectively avoid confronting

. /.
the issueissue in current methods of socialization research, via. .

4.r
.

,.,.

-

how. 'are we to-regard.the innumerable statistical ,correlations available

between
, %

various'chil4rearing teCtnighes, and apltpe'rsonality 410.
. 441F

t o article, Wifliams±providescultural. institutions? In' an. appendii to
43

a rist,offi5 such correlations, Cdniidet
4

the following examples:

Harsh- parrtal treatment dUring infancy leads: to ctfltural

beliefs thg spirit world his,71Varsh, and aggressive (Spiro.

and 'D'An rade 1.958; Lambert, Triandis and. Wolf 1959; Whiting
1959a).

p

.

Stress during Infancy leads td, a wide, ange of adultsong..
styles and poTyphnhyla (ox..7 ; lack of-btress in ihfancy

leads to adult monotonic singing (AreSA,268).
"Rs

Societies With early weaning,
anpt earl raining 1 odestY

respo bility, of the patient

,earl/ independence training
tend. to explain illnes as the
'(Whiting and Child e953).

Presumablyi,,the correlations these
.

positive

But what

tatethents express arely.
.4

.

.

§o that, theyAeserve in some sense, to be called "SignificantA

t a
derthis re:04ymeen? ht says, simply, that the likiihood-of

thfg,,fact being there d0 to change is sfil , gild 4 implies that' the

fat should follow rdm something. else. ,However, tone thing it most
'

,..A

,certainly does not indicate is"that thesrelst. iolship betWeen the components

Po

.

,

of
.

', th<,,,correlat io% is 4ecesskrily one f` casuality. Ih fact, a 101 ,

r
f..

"sign-ificac cotrelat. lon" gaig-nothing
/
whatsoever about therefitio.nship

/

s se

,

I

.

1

1
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between.,,,its coMponents;, it,ismereIy a fact in, need of interptetation.

Thus, fhb' use OLthe word "leads to" in the first two examples is

misleading at best, ilarly, in refetkz7 to .the third example, no'

ture tendency of any rt has been demonstrated:.and I 'suspect thag the
9

words "tend to" might be more appropriately replaced with."ofti."

Williams himself offers a suggestion for future research on
. >

socialization, based on (Ohen411964), in which "reasOned,inferences"
.

. .

... (derived from "repeated readings of
.

entire ethnographic sourCes")iare -

tested by'an examination of "new cases". in the field. These inferences
-e

.
# , .

.-

are themselves to be. framed in terms of suspected correlations. He is
. .

1
.

quite optimistic about the results of such a'procedure: ...

._, r7----: f'
. .., .

.
.

.
Once the.infdrenceS...have been placed against a variety/of

...'.new cases' of Artie Widestpossible.cultural and social , .

diversity, they will have been raised to the,conceptual/level
of the. greatest Clarilyi which is the last. main division of all
.seientifid diadourse, that is, to the level of a conclUsion, or .

.a7'decision .Concerningthe.nature of an' inference, orjeferenceS.

But.what.nature.of "conclusion" can such a procedure pOssibly. yield? If v.-

.
.

the inferences 'bei9Ctested":in this manner are themselves second -order

-
AorrelationS, then reir:Ccinfirmation_gives us very little in the way of

70 new,inaighta of understanding. At most, it simply strengthens:our hunch
,...

indeed, something interesting is-happening here. What, precisely,

this "something" is remains mysterious.
C.

This, then, is one of the problems associated with. culture-and-
. .

'''---'''-per.'sonality.school that has no doubt contributed to the general lack of

.

interest in socialization studies which Williams and others havemoted.

Sirwe.the,objegtive of the studies has most often been the compilation

' ofd yet a d ional "significant statistical correlations," We now find -
a

1.4 .



a

.ourseIves.in the pO sition of.having:gathered more "facte.thanWekn w

.

how to explain and under-the distinct impression that'We are making 1 ttle
. 4

.

or no progress.

But the.culture-and-perSonality school has s uffered from yet

. .

-..
..

.ano-6;7ore:serious Problem; since both ."personality" and "culture" were

4,.

being desc ibed in ter ms of expected behavior.patterns',- how could one
tr.

, .

. .

. .
.

,help but fin correlations ':between" personality and .culture? In an

effort to break out of this circularity,,some'researchers began to expert7

.

ment with a different measure of personality throngh the use- of "projettive

e
w

-

tests" such,as the Rorschach inkblot plates and the TAT (Thematic

. AD-Peteption Test)', hoping that these4.provided a' more reliable and objecVive.

.
index '(Gledwiit and SaraSon, 1953;. Wallace,. 1952;:-G.D,,Spindier, 1955;

L. S.'Spindler, -1962; 'Phillips, 1965):. By, the late .1960's; hoWever,-. the

validity of such tests as crosscultural indicatiOns of personality_faced

increasing challenge. The possibility that cniturallys.homogeneous responses.
, k

reflected an application of cultural Categroies'and a pattern

rather. than some standardized personality type) had to beet

to these tests

of perception

Confronted:-
e. . .. ,. ,

'Researchers contpued,to lose faith in ehe affect - oriented schema

aa. .it became increaSingly'pparent that such an approach failed to

4 -
S .

4.

distinguish cultutes adequaeeI:. Breakthroughs in.othersfiel (Cho
.

-

1957; Miller, Galanter and Pribram, fortunately, accompanied thi

losp of descriptive power aid allowed a mo4'prOduciive approach to the

/

problem. As a'result, anthropologists.bevon to give more attention to

cognition (knowledge,, beliefs, plans of aetion).and correspondingly less

attention to affect (unconscious drives, "ego-satisfaction," etc.),.

A

O
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6

-This interest in cognition has conti:ued to the present time where
.

,

-it 'has provided the impetus for a number of different attempts at

reformulating the culture concept, all of which givea much !More prominent

position_to-systems of knowtfdge and belief. than previous formulations.

(e.g., Levi-Strauss, 1966;,Blumer, 1969; Wallace. 1970; dpodenough, 1971;

Keesing, 1972; Geertz, 1973). Of the-se various contributions toga

A
cognition- oriented cultural anthropology,-I believe those that carefully

distinguish the organization of cognitive, systems from the organization

of actual behavior (in aManner analogous to the'inguistic distinction

"competence" and "perforhance6) offer the most descriptive power.

Culture; according to this view, does'not Consist of observable,behavior

and eVentls per se, but rather in the conceptual apparatus by $hich a

People a'Cssifl or ers,.and:interprets such phenomena. Since this

(' -, . ' .

perspeciive has en.Oiningwide acceptance among anthropologists, qnd.

since the.previousl mentioned studies'Of socialiiation. were guided by'a

rather different view culture, it 1.6\appropriae eq'examine the
. .

implicatAns.of this latest formulatiOn for sUbsequent'researCh'on culture

acquisition. 'In particular, several questiondrarise as to how 'Culture

\

whn viewed as a tognitive systemmight be akuired.. Fox example, when

if ever) does a child's organization orknowledge and beliefsIdgin to

resemble that of the-adults in his society? Does this happen Sooner

and/or more often tiome 'dome ins of Culture than in others? Do a
-

society's preferences regarding child-rearing techniques advance or retard

the:child's acquisition of."cultural competence," perhaps,selective3y?

What, is the connection between culture acquisition and culture change?

In'addition, since such an approach wouldjle concerned with the acquisition



f cognitive structures (as opposed to gross behairioral responses), it

.

would have to ally, itself more explicitly thanTivibus.research with

some theory of cognitive developMent that (unlike-..the Freudian and
.,.:.:it-

,

.

behaviorist accounts previouslytused).wbad be,. willing to confront head.
. - .....,-..

. . .A;
on the issue ofhow knowledge and belief ilOgaTlized in huMan mind's._

.'
.

. .-
What do we have available in the way,,:W-randidates.for such a .

theory? In the field of linguistics, colikerable attention has;been

given to the relationship between language acquiSition and cognitive

development, but.little attempt has been made to Tlarge t4 scope of

these accounts, to addressaspects of,cdltute other than language.. This

'has been the case even when the proesgof language acquisition is seen
0

as being. highly dependent on other, more general cqgnitive.processes

Uever, 1940; Slobig, 1973). Nevertheless,Jinguistic of

language,acquisition appear to have stimulated a significant shift in the

way at least some anthropologists conceptualize the process of culture
4

aequisitien as;evidenced by the follbgIng 'remarks (each of which, ppeared
.

as mere "asides', fh the context of works dealing with other topics):
/

../acquigition is a matter, not of learning as such, but,of
constructing some set of theories about the world (competence),
givghlan innate mechanism and a smail\finite input of 'data

141-ilab4e to Jct. Thus, as situations change from one generation
t8;:another--that the range ofobserved behaviors from wtich a
le4rner extrapolates a thebry differs somewhat for each learner--

.

go dtata to.the innate-device change, and competence

changes as well..(Durrenbtrger, 1971: 27-28).

...the human infant must be a theory builder of remarkable
Capacity. From a limited and imperfect sample of the possible
events in a cultural universe, he or she must create a theory
of the rules, programs, and logic of which this sample was an

expression.' The child must'contirially test and refine elements

in this theory. Fqr whatircial life requires is mkt an
enactment of 'canned' secAntes one has learned and stored.

10
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Rather, one must produce sequences one has,never observed,
but which are implied by one's theory. The situations of.social
lifaare eve'- changing and often unique...they call filr other
behvaiore-responsesthat are new\to one's experience but
culturally 'grammatical,' (Kessing, 1976:. 702).

What is wanted 4s replacement of a behaviorist paradigm of
learning -as- conditioning.. with a Chomskian-cognitivist one; in
which, from a fairly small input of affect, action, and precept
,observed,'the human organism actively, even if unselfconsciOusly,
-constructs a conceptual representation of the world and of
itself, (Lehman, 1972: 376).

**

These examples, brief as they are, give some indicationlof the

truly radical turn that anthropological thinking on this matter has

.
taken (at'least among cognifivists). The legacy from Chomskian linguistics

is clearly responsible for much of the current rethinking of the culture

acqUisition process, even though the specificity of the linguistic

account of language acquistion makes it use as a model for culture

acquisition untenable.

Within tA.field of developmental psychology, there is another,
\11

perhaps more promising candidate for a theory of cognitive del.felopment in

terms pf which culture acquisition might profitably be described. This is

the work of Jean Piaget and his collaborators. Since the 1950's, Piaget's

work has enjoyed renewed interest in the United States where it has been

able to provide a viable alternative to the dominant trend in American

child psychology, Viz., they "stimulus- response," behaviorist tradition.
. ,

Significantly, of all the theories of child development, Piaget's'is

the one most securely founded upon the study of the child (in contrast

especially to Freud, Hull, and Skinner, who hardly studied children at

all). His methods of observing and interviewing children are remarkably

-simIlar to those.practiced by anthropologists. Most important, Piaget's

ke



.

claims about the nature of huMa cognition are quite compatible with many

of those that have been independently advanced by anthtopologists4 In

particular, as a theory of the '!structuralist - organismic" genie (FiaVell,

Pigget;s account A.cognitive development makes clims about both

the nature of cognition, and the way that. cognition relates to its environ-
.

ment. ACCording to his:view, human cognition is specific form of

biological

posits the

adaptation of.a complex organism to a complex environment. He

existence of cognitive strudtutes. ("schemas") within. the mind

that are organized so as to form a complex,..dynamip system. This system

4

can-be modified as a result of interaction'with its.envionment

'( "accommodation") but it also serves to limit 'the way.an indiv$ dual will

be able to interpret events within his environment V'assimilation"), this

_allowing. for systematic change due to experience without having to

sacrifice all sense of contihuity.

In contrast to behaviorist models, then, the developing individual

is portrayed as*an active, internally motivated organism,who participates

'phis own development, rather than as an essentially passive c'reature

.

who Is 'molded by an imposing environment. InteraCtion between the organism

and hisenvironment 'iskreSsed, the mind building an internal representation
.'

of reality. by interpreting, transforming, and reorganizing environmental
, ...

stimuli. Such a depiction is congruent with many important claims of
'is- .4 4,

contemporary anthropologists; It complement4 both the congitrvists' ',--4-

.
,

.

. ,

assertions of underlying cognitive processes and the interactionistq'
.

.. -..,

contentions regarding the social construction of reality.

Two additional aspects of Piaget's theory are of. special iritereSt.....-

to those anthropologists who are concerned with the process p'f 'culture



;

.0

acquitVEion First,:Piagdt Claims that the menial_ structures and:.
4

operationadharactetisitiC of children's thOiight are quAltatiyely
. .

. .

different from those found In adult 'thinking. That'is,.rather Than
:

4
1

suggesting that children siMplyjunderstand less about a given concept
.

A.

or process, he claims that they understand it differently. -A second

and related point is that thetraiisition from children"s thinking to.

,

.
adult. thought is believed to be a gradual.process characterized by a

.
. .

/

4
.'

.

aeries of relatively stable "cryptallizationsw of perspective that

10

4

occur in particular sequengea commonly r4t-Eped to, as "stages. " These

last two claimasuggest that children wouldcome'to an understandingof

their culture,in some predictable sequendeof-stages; they challenge the

-anthropologist working in this domainto reveal the content and nature

of that cultural sequence as well,aa the kind of experiencethat are

responsible for the transition from one level of understanding to another.

egrating the insights of, ransforimational linguists and

developmental psychOlogists with the' recent theoretical contributions of

the so- called "cognitive anthropologists," a coherent picture of the

process ofculture acquisition begins to emerge. Cultural knowledge is

perceived as some-subset of one's total cognition, and therefore subject*
i

to. the same constrains as any other type of'human cognitive. phenomenon.

This means, among other thinks, that it is constructed by the.individuaI"

through Interaction with the environment and constitutes an internal

repreeentation of that environment. Its.deveiopment is characterized by

the; recursive modification and subsequent stabilizat of integrated..

,
cognitive systems, each of which provides the individual with a slightly
.

4Aifferent and 'increasingly complex "theory".Aoutthelnature of the world.

13 . t.
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In addition, one suhpects that, themore cov1plex such theories become, the

more they will resist revision 4a "inertia hypothesis ").. The internal

representations guide (but 'CIO not predetermine) an individual's gehavior

by ordering, interpreting, and assigning meaning to his perceptions of

1
the environment.

In other words, I am-suggesting that children use their every day

experiences as, literally, "food, for thought "; -the information they obtain

,by interacting with people and things in their environment serve as input

to a theory they construct about the nature of reality.This theory,- in

. turn, serves. as a sort of "working hypothesis" for_futute interactions;

,

it helps them anticipate what people migliihdo next; for eXaMple,.and
4;,: '1 --4

-. kovides themwith:a framework on which they,Can "hhng" or .organize'
41-P 1L,

-- . *:,

additional'hits of information that come their way. Information for Whith
.. ..

no appropriate structure is currently available will eitherbe forgotten
. -

.
or "understood" in temp of some other, ihappropte structure (Piaget's

"assimilation "). When this happens, adults in the community will perhaps,

assert that the child "does'nOt-understand" or has "misbehaved." Of
o

A

course, if one encounters any truly novel experiences that ..one's current

theory 'of the world simply cannot handle, one will have to reorganize one's

ideas and modify or revise the Stehcture of one cognitive system sothat

the new experienCe can be understood (Piaget's "accomodation ").. If, .for

some reason,this.is impossiba , that experience will be denied or oVer-

\

looked. Culture acquisition, them, is seervkas a life-Jong process of

creative adaptation to one's)social and physical environment that is

punctuatesi,hy periods'.of. more 0.i' less "clarity of vision"-a situation
'

brought about by.the,relative degree of "fit" (congruence) between one's
.

current theory of. reality and the inforMation currently available about

that reality.
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II. The Application of This Approach to Cultural Data.'.

*

What are'the Methodological
1

consequences of conceptualizing the'
.

process of culture acquisition In the manner just described? For one

thing, it means that the end result of hnets'research.will tape the form

of a description of mental states rather than a description of behavior,

i.e., a 4escription of "competence" rather thah "performance."4One

advantage of this is that the former is, of necessity, more- systematically

organized than the latter. As Durretberger has stated:

One further reason to'deal *ith competence rather than
performance is, Chomsky argues (Cholpsky, 1957), that it

possibleossible th d scribe competence but not behayior in a
consistent and enlightening manner. This is.not to say that
competence is somehow remote from behavior, that it is alien
to it Indee(L'it.isijUst the power of a'description of
competence to capture generalizations about behavior which
cannot otherwise be, unified that motivates .such an approach.,

-oWithout some account 'of competence, for instance, there can
be no account of mistakes since they are interpreted as such
by reference to competence,,(op. cit.: 26).

I would like to pursue Durrenberger's last statement somewhat by

examining two studies, one by,Brett Williams (1972) and one-by:K.' DanzigOK

(1957), that are Concerned with the process whereby an'indiyidual,learna

to use the kinship terminology of his society appropriately. These two

studies are particularly :ful for my purposes. since each contains a

generous amount of first-hand data in the form of literal transcrVtions

of . actual conversations with children. I will discuss each in turn,

indicating whenever appropriate those aspects of their data that might
1

be.further elucidated by reference to the possible theories of this

domain that children might' construct.

In "Chfldren's Kin," Williams .attempts .to analyze a body of data

shehas collected in terms of the theory of kinship proposed by Lehmv .

.

.
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an&Witz..Only. the arguments' of this theory,will bey.

. ...

neCessaryto the-discussion of this'Paper.' These come inthg_form of a

, I
.

. .

'model with three ,.evels; (1.) "G!' fOr"genealogical claims' " this is .the

set of 11 possible genealogical claims (a claim being anything Of the

form "x's father is-y" or "y!s..mother's sister is. i"), (2)-"PGS" for

"primary genealogical space"-rthis is the result of a series of mathe-

matical operatio4 that trdnsfOrm simple claim strings in,G into positions

n a relational "space." The structure of this space the PG

rules) is said to delimit the Patterns of thought Which connect positions

in it,. (3) "K" for "kinship. terms" (labelled categOries)L-this.is tie'

level.that varies frOM culture to culture1/4, the. level whee. the infinite

set -of .PGS po-sitions are "lumped",into a.finite number of jural kin

categories onto wnich lexicalz"kin terms" are mapped (Gatewood, 1972).

t%is available to the child, then, is data solely from the

level of K. By providing - examples from her interviews, Williams is,gble

to demonstrate that children do indeed treat this information from K as

evidence for some kind of underlying system of ruleSsand, eventually, are

able to conceptualize this syr as being PGS. According to William',

this transition from limited K to mastery of PGS is the

result of the child's gradually increasing ability to perform certain

logical manipulations or Vintegratiorrs" that are crucial r operating in

"PGS. The argument is that, since the underlying rules of unship terms

'%re.Npurely formal"-in the sense that theare based on formal rather

than behavior specifiCations-the child's increasing abilityar\t-fe e
to use the terms appropriately is a direct reflection of his increasing

_

ability: to maneuver in formal. systems. .Thus,,when Williams explains
\ . .

,,
...,F

1
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.
Children'i-errorsin the use of comprehenSion of kin t rms 'as; forexa A. , .

r
. ,

.

,

....)..".their inability tb compute filial link s thrbugh time" (p. 24),."she'is

.
14

Abffeing an explanation that cortelates-children's-cultural competence
-- 3ce.a.,

With their overall cognitive development. . .oing so, emphasis is placed
.

.
.

;,, I
.

hOti thoughtprooesses, an appropriate concern for an analysis iuchas thit.
.

.
. .

..,

.

. :.
.

iloWeirer, the analysis might 'proceed evaifbyther if ,the content Of the

X:'...- .
i

.7, -7-777-A.
a '

.

children't.0ought wash given similar consideration, .e., iLattention was
.

4
.

..

given:not only to how the children'wete thinking !V to what they were
4-7--

g as well, //7-
.0

-

1

;

A ethi

'Consider, for.example, the following exchanges with Williams'

infotmant "Cathy," age 4:

B: lie's your grandpa...
C: Yeah.\
B: Is he anybody's daddy?
C:, Yeah, he's my grandma's daddy...

,r
B: Does your Mommy have a Daddy?
C: Yes he's at class.
B: Your daddy's at his class...

Williams consiAerdp these responses to be an indication either Of logical

error or of an ambiguity concerning what it melons .40p "have " .ascertain

relative., This latter explanation, I believe, is more to the point,. but
.

is not taken far enough. It iriate possible that Cathy has formulated

some' hypothesis as to the meaning'of the kin term "daddy" tha akes it
(

roughlyequivalent to "mire head of household"; this is certainly a.

featonable hypOthesis in any case, and could easily account for much data

before it would have to be rejected. Notice,, too, that such a hypothesis,

even though "incorrect," allows logical manipulations that are as.

sophisticated as any that can.be'applied to thcOrrect" one. .(It would

allow-Cathy to, see, for example, that her. daddy is not everyone's4eaddy, or

« ,

that a daddy can also be an uncle -- although not to the same ptrson, etc.)

17



Another exaniple

"children":,:

( 15.

...gA.

lves Heather (age:6) and her, u e of the tytm-.`-

a

HowAid they getto.be your
H: They were little kida, then

like my jMoMmy and :Daddynd
B: Did they have any children?.

1 -

B:. When your
H::Us. . .
BzImItru?

Il

\
i 'Yeah....

Br. I.thmAight you were4her'lbhilen. v
. .s

op H: 111h, grandchildren will'be our. grandchildren...our
4

grandpa and grandm00.
they grew up to be Mommies
then-they're Grapdmas'and
..1

and Daddies'
Grandpas.

mother's a grandma, who will be her grandchildten?:'
0

9 ,f

/..

Williams explains the charige in attitude exhibited in the

children.'

last line by

ting that. Heather (ina her sister Jenny, not show[ here),

when confronted with their own contradictions.; begin to figure

,something odt. Although.Heather:at-firstclaims that htr:

. mothees.grandchlidien will be her and Jenny, she.realizashen
prodded that -rilat relationship cannot change and she formulates,
anew tnd correct string.

. , .

There is another explanation, however, and that'is that Heather
t,

_does not-use the word "children".as a;kiP term, and perhaps does not

recognite it_ as such until, the'distinction is madei6 Willliamsbetween

"children" and "%tildchildren" in:the next to last line of the exchange.

Prior to that, ReathercoultjuSt4as'easily have en. 'using the word to -.

mean "non-adult who lives in the house of," wherasWilliams was using
<4.

en moreas the kin term meanink "son or daughter of." This becomes e

plausible in a later part Of the same. conversation:

B:

H:

B:

H:

B:

H:

allik

boas your grandma .have any other 'children?
40 grandchildren, that's. us,,apd 4he has six grandchildren.
..How about her children? Does she hayea ion?
PIO7-just-six grandchildren.
But you said.that she wat'4your aunt's mother....

She is, Because when my aunt. was her'children when she,wias marired::

it

1 '11
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4 r

Williame explanation is stiWbonceivable of course, but the point Is,
, ---.....,

N. i 've 7, .; - , ( '-. ,,,.
J1.

V °.'as lone as a child .'s errors can be accounted for in dom
.. . 7

..

:

pl#usible,ry, the poi3sibility remains that he has simpiy,nat-yet

received sufficient,Input to tip the balance bfHeVidefice in favor oi'the

\_ . ' 4
4 ' !' L . .

,- k

correct theory.over,thl 'onej he i currenAY.uSing.' If so, the chiles ''
N .

'. . , .- /
. k 41

1.0 . , .4pistakes are not xlueto
.

XogfiNal ervirs.as such, but r b r to a simple, .

is iv

.1 , ,..,

%
lack of crucial ipformation-

,

1,r 1

C

_. . . .,

Notice that' these two explanations aretot,mUtnally elusive In

. *

,- all likelihoOd, the child's mistakes in the use of kinship terms are due t.

.

to differences in both the processes and the content-of bis thought from

those of adults'in his' community. I havalled attention to the latter
I

simply because it is the most often neglected and also,because, in ,the' ,

domain of kinship, it is phrt'icdarly Well-Ootivated.' The fact that

0. \ .

kinship ystems are organized on the basis of wholly formal criteria

(i.e., genea/oacal information)makes them unusual. Few domains of hnman

experience exhibit this property (some, in fact, would argue that kinship
.

is unique in this regard)-and there is no reason- to suppose that this -1

property would be among.a child''S:"first guesses" regarding bhenatup
..... \

of the system's underlying rules,. Thirspeciallywouldibe the Case if
A '

... 10
the child had been exposed to. some other domain of his culture Ind had

,
..

.' constructed 'a successful theory of that domain without attributing. to i
I .

an empirical basis-that wad, purely, formal. this'case(andtpeihapsi
_

,. 0.
, :' 1'

'.

at any rate), we could expect him to attemp to build a theory os the

°

kinship system'by relyingprimarily on certain)behavioral specifications

that appeared to him. to be particularly salient. If imaginatively

.

construtted, a thebty based on sudh specifications could 'kasily pro?,
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-. e- 17.

adequate ft7ca'large numtrer,of cases..:116-fac , a considerable, amodnt of
. A . /.. lk , ., . ,Asy . , , .

oia40,teof'larydng-kindsoffould.h4ve to be availaple tO the child before" he
,i, . ,.

. : 4-

'woUldbe_force4 to conclude that the relevant information consisted4: .
-

.. , , , 11 .
,

'' .. - '

orcircuatancee surrounding Krth and Marriage: 'It-is perhaps even like
.

that such a conclUsiqlwOurd be'^the las' one be would came to, simpl,y

\**44p

w.
^becauSe it is the 'least obviatiS:

Similar,. comment

.

could esiade about--Danziger's study, "The Child's

'Understanding of KinShip Term \a.)

Concepts." The basic assumptiolb

paragraph.
. .

lt,is well known that young children do not use kinship

Study _`in the-Development of Relational

of this study are found in .the opening

teims correctly. A correct use of these terms implies that
the Child is able to 'handle relational judgments. But this

ability, does nor a pear until intellectual developm t has

progressed a co erable way. The study ofthe de, ropment
,in.theunderstandi g of kinship terms can therefore form a

_juseful'approach to the problems associated with t e transition
,from'non-relationalsto relational, thinking. 4

ARk
.

Although Dan -ziger is undoubtedly right o essaMe that the,correct use
0. 4

. .

ikinship terms reveals much about xhe child's leVel of cognitive develop-

ment', the interpretation of incorrect usage s--,6till ambiguous; it remains

an empirical, issue whether'toattribute this to a 1 of capacity or a

1

Lack of critical' input. Again, sin example from the

,

of

study will help to

clariy tltd4ngetilit
I J

1'0 an'attempt to obtarn definitions of kin terms from his informants,
4. , ,. ,

.Danziger7used the eliciting frame, "What is a. ?" (filling in the

4

blank with terms like "brother," "cousin., ", etc.). This opening query was
.

followed by others, where appropriate, that were intended to aid in

-
clarifying the child's response (e. ' "How do yoti know?" o "What makes

:17



you say 'x is a brother
.

II

.
r %

i ,

.

,
I do n9t chink Danzierfis justifiedwin concluding last tlhe anSwers heso

, , .) .....
. ' ,:, .1

.Obtiaiae4 enstitute actual, functiond,ng4410*ti
N

d"tfor thechildrcin.

. 4

4 % 18

onsEven with thee additional questis, holWever,,

c

_,-

. 'Ttlot ia,..the :fact that a\child responds -to thW7questiOnWhat is ,a
".. .

. .ZPE
!brother?".! with the answer, "a boy" does not appear to Ile sufficient cause

S.

to label that.response "catlgorical,rasDanziger doeSand claim,that it
.

indicates a certain stage in the child's cogniti¢e development: It is

40

equally, possible that the'child has simply interpreted the word "is" in

the interviewer's qUestion to mean "is a member of. the set.that includes,"

rather than."is'the defining characteristic of."

. Both Danziger and Williams have tried to account for children's

/7' 4

use and, in particular, their. misuse," of kin terms by making hypothe)ses

about the children's reasoning prcicesses. This, I believe, is a productive

approach to take. In doing this, howeVer,iconsideration'should be given
a .P

both process and content. Concern for the latter inevitably, leads to

an interest in the process of language acquisitiOn, since it require qne

to arrive at some hypothesis about what a child means when he says what

he .s . the acquisition of competence in the. use of kinship terminology

articularly troublesome in this regard since, in many acieties, such

1114

terms are often use to express not only kinship relations but also a

host of otheilsocial.relationships. These frequently, bUt not always,

bea%,,a metaphoric relationship-to'theirusage in the kinship domain as in,

$ for example, the Igidespread use of kin terms in a.system .of bonorifics.

Here, the meaning of a term depends on the context in which it is'used,

and thus, competence-in the use Of, kinship. terminology -of necessity

,irel.tails a recognition-of various social contexts.

21
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. .6.1::: .,

The preViously'mentiphed:examplefrom Williams' study invoiV g

.
.

.

Heather's use. Slhe fe en".illustratesthe.sort-of systematic
;......-.A....,..!%..

.ambiguity 041PW91-11:01. I. # t!nderned. In English,. there, is no specific
,.' .

.
.

kin term that meane"soh or daughter Irrespective of sex" (i.e.., the

equivalent of 'sibling' or first gene ation desdendents);theilOtion is

most commonly exprested by'using the word 'i\Child" or"children." However,
.

these words in English are also used to refer to "non-adults, ", regardless

°Lida relationship. As'a result, pfgper use of the lermkinvolves under-,

standing:which meaning is appropriate in any given circumstance. As.I

argued earlier, .1.believe Heather's "errors" iR using the term were

motivated 'by a failure to appropriately identify the'contexein which the

term was_being used. That is, she persisted in using "children" to mean

"non-adult" until forced by Williams to redefine the context.

The relationship of this sort of dual use of. kinship terms to the

process of langUageacquisition becomes even more apparent when suchterms

are used in a system of honorific titles or6terms of address. While engaged

in exploratory fieldwork, in northern Thailand, I had the opportunity to

begin preliminafy research on-*.this topic in a small Shan village of

Upproximatelyi,160 people. 'Here, a.combination of kin 'terms and a few

*herexpressices are used as a pxefixto proper names in order to denote

status relatiOnships-among individuals, both.as terms of address; and as

terms of reference. The most general relationship expressed in. this manner.,

is that. of 'a younger perSon to an older one, a relationship characterized

by'respect and deference. Kin terms indicative of ascendent g&nerations

etc.)("Mother," "uncle," etc.) are uSed:by the.speaker to expresS thiihigh

status of the individual addressed or referred to.relative to .the speaker

22,
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himself, ancivice versa,.. Typi4ap.y.,,thoughnot invariably, tie-honorific:)

Ser

used by any two individuals in reference to each other wall clesely

correspond to their respective generations altyWaY, i.e., a petson will

refer to most adults inhis parents' generation as "aunt" and "uncle,"
14

most of those in his grandparentsi generation as hgrandmotte " and "grand-

father," and so A. This, it not to suggest that thehonorifica employed

by-any. two individuals are wholly predictable given their relative. ages.

The use of combinations.of kin termswith other expressions (e.g., paw

long, or "respected elder male") provides at least the Potential for.

subtle distinctions, as does the fact that there often exists more than

one term with the "same" meaning%0.g., piid and paw thau can, both be

glossed as 'grandfather"Y. In adaltion, two kin terms are sometimes used

..

in combination (e.g., paw lung, "father-uncle"). Thus, it is a system of

some complexity that allows the speaker a certain degree of latitude'in

the choice of an honorific; for any given individual there will always

be at least two or three appropriate terms from which to choose.

In order to make'an initial assessment of the children's competence

in this system, I eliCited samples of their use'of honorifics for people

whom they knew by asking 16 children (9 boys and 7 girls) of various

ages to identify people in a set of photographs that had been taken in

their village. Of the 32 people who appeared in the Photos, 17' were .male

and 15 were female; most were adults, but a few were children or teenagers.

The instructions for each.child Were the same. I told them that I was

having trouble remembering the names of. all the people in the village and

then asked for Their belvin.,identifying the photographs. ,FortUnately,

this proved to be .a task of considerable' interest to the children- so._

23
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thAt volunteers were not hard to come by (The photographs, in fact,-,

21

%, .
.

retained rpeir'attrattiveness long after this particular. project had.

. :. q
ended.). As che.children identified the various individuals, the

.

, .
. .

.

'ktonorific-they used for each one was recorded.

Using this method, it was possible to identify a "core" group

of ,about 12 different' terms mosit'frequently used by these children.

Some of these are "redundant" (in the sense that they can be las, inter-

changeably for the. same person). Although most of these honorifics

ti
served to distinguish people according to generation and sex, a few are

based on behavioral Specificat ns such as puu, which appears.to be used

only in conjunction"with the titles of certain offices (e g., puu kan,

"headman," or-puu thien, "tambon head ")., and sang, which is restricted tp

men.who, at some point-in their lives, have spent time as a novice in a

Buddhistmonastery. This core group of terms was being used in an

appropriate fashion,by all of the children in the sample, including Some

who were only 4 dr 5 years old, indicating an ability on their part to

'make.most of the significant dAilknctions between "types of people" at a

remarkably young age. In fact, I tried and failedi to find a child who

was able to make these distinctions, such children apparently belonging

to that group that\was too young be able to talk to me.

The possibility remained, ht4ever, that the younger children.had

not really acquired competence is a system of honorifici but had, instead,
. -

,r,
,

simply learned the honorifics as part -of a person's name. If so, the .

7-7
child would be using the appropriate term for a givOn'person not because

-

he recognized that individual as being\a meinher of a particular.social

6
category, but,rIther because heconSidered the appropriate honorif.it to

24
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b vaii-of.the petsOn's names 11 investigate this possibility, I.

repeated-th.ftoto identifiCat'ion task with. half of the children

origlasampt<S,47-boys 'Arid 4' girls).,-aged it:. to 11. ' In each7case, their'
. : .

n .the

- r
choice df honofiTics for at least one of the photographed individuals

P . A

was different from the Choice thexohad made,, previously, Indicating that

tfieydid indeed distinguish betWeen the honorific and the name itself.
.0 * .

Thus, we must include. that these .children have, by the time they have

learned to speak.,.alteady made significant advances toward cultural

competence:

r

p.

they have learned to distinguish several, impdrtant . categories

of social identities and have acquired a modest repetoire ofhonorifics

,which they can appropriately use to express their recognition of these.

categories. Whether they have, in addition, learned to distinguish between

the meaning kin terms have when used honorifics and the meaning they

havelnhe usedto express genealogical relationships is still uncldar.

Oft more than--one.occasion, a child identified an individual as "mother

"Y's etc. ilowevert, since it is possible that thege usages

represent teknonymy and noc0 a capacity for genealogical reckoning, the
. .

extent of the children's competence in the use of kin terms remains

!

What-significance do these findings have by way of comparison

with the research discussed.earlier by Williams and Danziger, which also

realt,with'cbildren:s.upe of kinship terminology? One observation that

Can be madtgls .rhatt whilevery young children (4 year olds) where shown
st,

'capable of using kin'terms successfully as part-of a system of honorifics,
s,

* Childrentsomewhat older6b0 difficulties when asked to use the same (or
. ,

lir

,.., ., d ., - .., , . 0 i

equivalent) terms to exp'ress genealogica lationships. This is
...
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(.

problematical only if it isfassUmed that

how to tale kirf terms appropriat

At this pointi however, it should be ,apOareht

actuallyrtwo very diffevnt domains

of which happen to inform the uses -of kin

irrespectiA

of.

toe
23

the task at haftAs to 11.earn

. .,
whereAheYappear.

0

IF
than? there ate t

of competence involved.bere, both

4

terms. The apparent discrepancy

is le to the fact thatmastery of an honorifics system.,requires a.
. .

different set ef cognitive.-skills than does mastery of a syStem df genea

,
edkoning, even though successful performance in both domains,logical

involves the use of kin terms SpecifiCally, geneal6gical recl&ming

capacity ng
o

requires a capacity for relatio
logicv

c. .In ontrast, tOmpetence in a

- system of honorifics

acquisition in that,

conversation, he hay

in this domain.

quite

. . t

appearsto be Ielhted, at bast in part, tolanguage.

by the time a 'child is, able to engage in theanineul

already acquit& a significant.degree Of .faciiit#

Of course,.th se claims are baSed On research findings that are

tentaeive;'the mAtettial on honorifics was the result of research

that was stA.Aly exploratory as, I believe, was the material In

Williams' article. Consequently, the data may prove to be misleading,and

the claims they suggest may be altogether wrong. However, it is not the

findings themselves to which I wish to draw attention. My purpose in the
ti

section has simp been to demonstrate that interesting informatieh 'can.:
.is

be obtai d by an approach to culture, acquisition, that is oriented toward

cognition and that seeks. an interpretatrd(LoUthe data that credits' the
. .

.grOwing' individual with some motivated, systematic theoryof his

envoironment. r

t.
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III. 'towards a Cognitive Approach to Culture Acquisition

Throughout this paper, I have tried to point out thoseareas of

concerjt neglected by previous research which merit our attention in the

future, Several issues haVeemyged. 'First, if we are going to, use
c

Q
what weAn vvabout ChildreeS Cultural performance(0r4Output")-to make.

claims about their ;cognitive capacities.; it is absolutely crucial that

we pay more attention to'. we must have amuch.better idtaaf

the nature and extent, of informati available. to achild on any given.
S

subject before we can adequatelY.jsseas his reasoning about that subject.

This, of,caurse, require long and intense periods of naturalistic..

observation and"sieuthing"ithe necessary information simply cannot be
1-i ,

. t.
.obtained.in any other wUy. ;Countless hours of following children around

and'recording what they do and,'especially,, what attracts theit attention,.

has convinced me that this kindOf dapa:is essential to have, if tedious

to.;collect.
.

Se-665d', we must be more balert to the context- sensitive nature of

children's behavior. and, accordingly, more cautions. in our. generalizations
4

about the cognitive processes that prea4imably underlie this behavior. -As

I haVe tried todemonstrate in the previbussection, manY kinds, of behaVior

11 (such as the use Ofkinterms) are appropriate in more than-one context.

,Hence;'adeqUate performance in one context does .not presuie adquate .

performance in the others since the underlying-"rules" informing the

behavior in each context may be quite diffe?Ent. "Context" here 'refers

bothto temporally bodnded events (such as religious ceremony or village

meeting) and to topically bounded domains (such as agritplturaI decisions

or genealogical reckoning).

27
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Ari:tirMs'of the cognitive tasks they require and represent would be
i ,.... ,

, -4..-

helpful. Buch a bAakdown of cultdral perforMance intOr,its cognitiVe

prerequisites will hopefully 'alloW ustO see therelat.iOnships that hold ...
.

.
.

. .

.4 'th4t behaviOr A is dependent

25.

Third, analysis' of c.ultury lly:approved behaviors anti social skills

among seemingly unconnected behaviors
.

upon mastery of skills.B and C, etc.).

Essentially,. these'' issues reflect the prOblem of descrIptive
/-

, .

adeqUacy.,4'we dO not yet have:sufficienttirich.descriptions of Children's.

situated use of t r cognitive capacities to allow a consistent' and
r

productive system of explanation. Any decriptive ethnography that claims

,to represent ,h Chidltenls perimect13.Ye ShOuld be able to provide answers

. .

to questions likethe,following: What is the .range .of,social roles tat

.

children of various Ages recognize andwherg dothey:place.themselves
/.

Among these? What kinds of,differences friSocialcontext are rpcOgnized

.

by.ohildrgp? anWdoes the criteria by which they di's'criminate these

contexts (`such as, perhAps,"p sence..or absenCe of adults ") differ from

thOse used,byadultsi What-4o the children-consider to be 4ppri:..priate

ayior for-theSe lArious-situations? When do they begin to allow for

., - .-

renceSin behavior accordin&to.perceived differences,in role?

,Implit'itAh7all Of these

should not be Content to disCern and-record the changing patterns of
, .

:behavior that accompany an indixidualls groWth and development. We must, in

recommendationAis.a conviction that we

-

addition, be willing to speculate

these behaviors are.an expression

This need not be a dangerous ente,
. *

Corm of testable hypotheses,

about the patternsof thought, of which

and from which they derive their meaning._.

rprise. As long as we speculate in. the

i.e., hypotheses with empirical impiications,
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our understanding of 'the process of culture acquisition will proziess

As I. hive argued in the prIceding pages, 4P-WfieVe the most productiv'e

hypotheses will be those that emphasize the content and nature of

I

cbildreq.I.s. emerging sensea of social structure .froin the perspective of

a broader theory of cognitive development.

Q.

r

\

ye.

* :
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